
pop art candy: photoshop



Inspired by the work of Ron Magnes and Burton Morris we are going to create some pop art 
treats.  We are going to focus on the packaging too, so consider the junk food logos.  

Project requirements

● Render a favorite candy or junk food as pop art, full with patterns
● Show the  three dimensional packaging (so it has to come from a photo)

● Show the actual food too
● Show value

● Uses bold  colors
●



Create a collage of a 
least 3 different photos

Your composition 
needs 

● the  three dimensional 
packaging (so it has to 

come from a photo)
● Show the actual food 

too ie without the 
wrapping

● The candy should be 
the main subject so it 
should fill the page



Now to make 
the coloring 
bold and 
vibrant

For each layer 
in the 
composition

image> adj> 
hue and 
satyration



Enhance the 
contrast



Select all layer 
and merge 
them

Duplicate your 
layer

filter>filter 
gallery> 
artistic> cut out



Using the pen tool 
Begin your outlining

Remember line 
quality counts.  So 
things like exterior 
outlines are more 
important and should 
be thicker (but in 
reason)

Also remember you 
will need to fill color in 
between your lines so 
remember to connect 
and watch the gaps



Continue with 
all of the 
outlining and 
then move on 
to the details 
and the 
contours of the 
value.  



Take time and care to get 
the logos and packaging 
right, consider it you want 
it to be bold or subtle. 
Your line weight will 
adjust accordingly

Continue with all of the 
outlining and then move 
on to the details and the 
contours of the value. 



Take the paint 
bucket tool and 
begin to fill in 
between the lines 



Once it is all painted 
duplicate the painted 
layer



Using the magic wand 
tool select the shadows 
of the piece (to make 
more than one selection 
hold shift)

Filter pixilate> color half 
tone

Try 10 or 8



selection > 
inverse

edit> clear



Change the 
layer mode 
of the 
halftone so 
that you can 
see through 
it



Save it as a jpeg, or png 

You done!


